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We report the ooling of an atomi ensemble with light, where eah atom satters only a single
photon on average. This is a general method that does not require a yling transition and an
be applied to atoms or moleules whih are magnetially trapped. We disuss the appliation of
this new approah to the ooling of hydrogeni atoms for the purpose of preision spetrosopy and
fundamental tests.
PACS numbers: 37.10.De, 37.10.Gh
Cooling and trapping of atoms in the gas phase has
been a entral theme in physis for over thirty years [1℄.
The main advanes in this eld were enabled by laser
ooling, whih relies on the transfer of momentum from
photons to atoms in a yle of repeated sattering. De-
spite the enormous suess of this method, it has been
limited to a small set of atoms in the periodi table due
to the need for a two-level yling transition that is a-
essible with stabilized lasers.
We have been working to develop more general meth-
ods to trap and ool atoms whih would be applia-
ble to most of the periodi table as well as to many
moleules. Our approah has been to divide the task
into two parts. The rst is to stop a supersoni atomi or
moleular beam with pulsed magneti elds as reported
in Ref. [2℄. That step provides an atomi or mole-
ular sample whih is magnetially trapped at tempera-
tures in the 10 mK range. The seond step, reported
in this Letter, is to develop a method that an further
ool the atoms or moleules but does not require a y-
ling transition. An existing, non-laser based method
is evaporative ooling, whih has been suessfully em-
ployed to reah Bose-Einstein ondensation [3℄. However,
this approah is even more restritive than laser ooling
due to the severe onstraints on the nature of the in-
terpartile ollisions. We report here on a new approah
that an aumulate atoms or moleules from a magneti
trap into an optial dipole trap. The method is based on
the onept of a "one-way wall of light" for atoms and
moleules that was introdued in a series of earlier publi-
ations [4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. The experimental realization of this
priniple is presented here and sets a general framework
for ooling.
We implement single-photon atomi ooling for the
spei ase of
87
Rb, using a sheme similar to one pre-
viously proposed by our group [9℄. This sheme transfers
atoms from a large-volume magneti trap into a small-
volume optial trap via an irreversible optial pumping
step whih requires eah atom to satter only one pho-
ton. By loading from the wing of the magneti trap, we
seletively transfer only atoms near their lassial turn-
ing points where they have little kineti energy. As the
outer shell of the magneti trap is depleted, we adiabati-
ally translate the trap enter toward the optial trap for
maximum loading and phase-spae ompression.
The experimental apparatus is similar to that de-
sribed in previous work [10℄. A thermal loud of
87
Rb
atoms is initially produed in a magneto-optial trap and
then ooled in optial molasses. Subsequently atoms in
the 5S1/2(F = 2) hyperne ground state are loaded into
a magneti quadrupole trap with a radial eld gradient
of 75G/m. We trap approximately 1.7 × 108 atoms at
a temperature of 90 µK in a loud with a 1/e radius of
550 µm.
After the magneti trap is loaded, an optial dipole
trap is positioned above it. The optial dipole trap origi-
nates from a single-mode 10W laser at λ = 532nm whih
is split into three beams. Eah beam passes through a
dual-frequeny aousto-opti modulator, and the rst or-
der deetions are tightly foused in one dimension to
form parallel sheets. Eah individual sheet has a 1/e2
beam waist of 10 µm × 200 µm and a power of 0.7 W.
The three pairs of sheets are rossed to form a repulsive
"box-like" potential, with dimensions 100 µm × 100 µm
× 130 µm and a depth of kB × 10 µK, shown pitorially
in Fig.1 (a).
The aumulation of atoms in the optial box, a on-
servative trap, requires an irreversible step. This need
is met by optially pumping the atoms that transit the
optial box to the F = 1 manifold with a so-alled
depopulation beam. The beam is resonant with the
5S1/2(F = 2)→ 5P3/2(F
′ = 1) transition and foused to
a 1/e2 waist of 8 µm × 200 µm at the enter of the box.
Magnetially trapped atoms in the F = 2 manifold are
exited by the depopulation beam and deay with 84%
probability to the F = 1 manifold (mF = 1, 0), where
they are no longer on resonane with the depopulation
beam. Beause the gradient of the Zeeman shift of these
states is smaller than that of the initial state, the ontri-
bution from the magneti eld to the total potential is
redued, reating a trapped state in the optial box [9℄.
As atoms aumulate in the optial box, the outermost
trajetories of the magneti trap are depleted by the de-
population beam. For maximum loading into the optial
2FIG. 1: (a) Cross-setion of the optial box positioned above
the loud of magnetially trapped atoms. In this illustration,
two pairs of Gaussian laser sheets propagate parallel to the
x-axis. A third pair (not visible) propagates parallel to the
y-axis and ompletes the optial box. (b) Absorption image
along the z-axis of approximately 1.5× 10
5
atoms trapped in
the optial box.
box, we adiabatially translate the enter of the mag-
neti trap towards the optial box by applying a linear
urrent ramp to an auxiliary magneti oil loated above
the atoms.
Before imaging, we isolate the optially trapped atoms
by swithing o the magneti trap, allowing untrapped
atoms to fall under the inuene of gravity for 80 ms.
Additionally, the depopulation beam is turned o and a
beam resonant with the 5S1/2(F = 2) → 5P3/2(F
′ = 3)
transition blows away any residual atoms in the F = 2
manifold. The remaining atoms are those whih have un-
dergone single-photon atomi ooling. These atoms are
pumped to the F = 2 manifold and illuminated with
freezing molasses for 30 ms. The resulting uoresene
is imaged on a harge-oupled devie (CCD) amera and
integrated to yield atom number. Spatial information is
obtained by imaging with absorption rather than uores-
ene as in Fig. 1 (b).
The density of atoms loaded into the optial box
via single-photon atomi ooling is sensitive to multi-
ple parameters. The intensity of the depopulation beam
strongly aets the nal density; it must be set to bal-
ane eient pumping into the F = 1 manifold with trap
loss due to heating. In our experimental onguration,
we maximize density in the optial box with a peak de-
population beam intensity of approximately 8mW/m2.
In addition to the depopulation beam intensity, trans-
fer into the optial box is highly aeted by both the
duration and range over whih the magneti trap is trans-
lated. The optimal duration of this translation is mainly
dependent on two ompeting fators. Long translation
times permit phase-spae exploration by atoms in the
magneti trap, allowing a more omplete exhange of ki-
neti for potential energy before an atom enounters the
optial box. However, the nite lifetime of atoms in the
FIG. 2: Inremental atom apture at a xed translation ve-
loity. The enter of the magneti trap is initially displaed
800µm below the optial box and is translated vertially at a
veloity of 750µm/s. The endpoint of the translation is varied,
and the atom apture, normalized to the maximum number,
is plotted as a funtion of the nal separation between the
traps. Error bars indiate statistial unertainties.
optial box (τ = 3.7± 0.1 s in the presene of the depop-
ulation beam) limits the translation time. We ahieve
highest density with a translation time of approximately
1.2 s. Given this time sale, the translation range loading
the largest atom number into the optial box is empiri-
ally determined. We translate the optial box from an
initial separation (relative to the enter of the magneti
trap) of 700 µm to a nal separation of 100 µm.
To study the dynamis of the loading proess, we look
at the inremental loading for a onstant translation ve-
loity. We start with the enter of the magneti trap
800 µm below the optial box and then translate it ver-
tially at a veloity of 750 µm/s. Figure 2 displays the
fration of atoms aptured as a funtion of the nal sep-
aration between the magneti trap and the optial box.
The slope of this plot indiates that the loal loading rate
inreases with dereasing separation until about 100µm.
Additionally, it is lear from this plot that atom apture
is not inreased by translating beyond this point.
We study loading without translating the box (i.e. at
a xed separation) to understand the dynamis of single-
photon atomi ooling in more detail. Figure 3 shows the
number of atoms loaded into the optial box as a fun-
tion of time for several separations. All urves exhibit
a positive initial slope indiative of the loading rate. As
the magneti trap is depleted by the depopulation beam,
the loading rate dereases and the slope beomes domi-
nated by trap losses. We nd both the loading rate and
the trap loss rate to be inversely related to the separation
between the magneti trap and optial box enters. The
former reets the dependene of the loading rate on the
3FIG. 3: Captured atom number as a funtion of loading time.
Data are given for separations between the optial and mag-
neti trap enters of 800µm (▲), 600µm (●), 400µm (■), and
200 µm (▼). Error bars indiate statistial unertainty, and
dashed urves are drawn through the data points to guide
the eye. The slopes are initially dominated by the loading
rate into the optial box. After some time, the loading rate
dereases due to the depletion of the magneti trap, and the
slopes beome dominated by esape out of the box.
loal density of magnetially trapped atoms. The latter
suggests a higher rate of esape out of the optial box
for smaller separations. This may be attributed in part
to an inreased temperature aused by ollisions between
atoms in the optial box and atoms in the magneti trap.
For the two smallest separations (200µm, 400µm) we al-
ulate initial ollision rates of (0.8Hz, 0.5Hz) respetively.
However, these rates diminish as the depopulation beam
redues the density of magnetially trapped atoms in the
viinity of the optial box. We thus onsider ollisions
non-negligible for t < (250 ms, 500 ms) whih provides
an upper bound of (0.2, 0.25) ollisions per atom in the
optial box. A large fration of these ollisions will ause
immediate trap loss on aount of the shallow box depth
( 10 µK), but a few will raise the temperature. We be-
lieve, however, that this eet is overshadowed by atoms
entering the optial box far from their lassial turning
points. In ontrast to adiabatially translating the mag-
netially trapped atoms toward the optial box (as in
Fig. 2), whih yields a kineti energy distribution in-
dependent of translation endpoint, we abruptly turn on
the optial box and depopulation beam for the data in
Fig. 3. In this situation, many atoms now transit the
optial box far from their lassial turning points, and if
aptured they ontribute to an inreased kineti energy
distribution and rate of esape.
We performed Monte-Carlo simulations of the dynam-
is in the magneti trap and transfer into the optial
box. Atom trajetories are propagated through phase-
spae, in whih a subspae representing trapped states
in the optial box has been dened. As atoms reah this
subspae they are ounted as trapped. These simula-
tions show an inverse relationship between the loading
rate and the separation between the magneti trap and
optial box enters in agreement with the experimental
results. We will present more detailed studies and quan-
titative omparisons in a future publiation.
Of utmost importane to the utility of this ooling
tehnique is its ability to ompress phase-spae. With
the single-photon atomi ooling sheme desribed in this
Letter, we extrat 1.5 × 105 atoms at a temperature of
7 µK from the magneti trap. We ompare this with
the number of atoms aptured out of the magneti trap
without the depopulation beam. This is just a onser-
vative dipole trap: atoms that are aught inside the box
at low enough kineti energy will be trapped, while all
others will be lost. We measure a fator of 23±3 inrease
in atom number using the single-photon atomi ooling
method with nearly idential veloity distributions. We
do not resolve the internal magneti states in our mea-
surement. The atoms in the magneti trap are in the
F = 2 manifold, but an be in the mF = 1 and mF = 2
magneti sublevels. The atoms aught in the optial box
are in the F = 1 manifold but an be in the mF = 1 and
mF = 0 magneti sublevels. The fator of 23 refers to
atom number, not diretly to phase spae density. The
inrease in the latter would be a fator of 12 in the worst
ase senario, if all the atoms in the magneti trap were
in the F = 2, mF = 2 state and the atoms in the dipole
trap were equally distributed between the two magneti
sublevels.
The inrease in phase-spae density demonstrated here
is limited by tehnial onstraints and does not represent
a fundamental limit to this proess. Future work is aimed
at inreasing the lifetime of the magneti trap in the pres-
ene of the depopulation beam. One possible tehnique
employs a 778 nm depopulation beam resonant with the
87
Rb 5S1/2 → 5D5/2 two-photon transition [11℄. Suh
transitions depend more strongly on beam intensity than
single-photon transitions, allowing better loalization of
the depopulation transition to within the onnes of the
optial box.
We emphasize that the method of single-photon atomi
and moleular ooling does not rely on photon momen-
tum transfer. Instead, the sattering of a photon auses
an irreversible hange in the eetive potential that traps
the partile. We showed in an earlier publiation that the
sattering of a photon by eah atom entering the trap
raises the entropy of the radiation eld by an amount
exatly equal to the redution of entropy of the atoms
[12℄. In that regard, our method is informational ooling
in the same sense rst proposed by L. Szilard in 1929 in
order to resolve the paradox of Maxwell's demon [13, 14℄.
However, unlike the demon, our method does not require
atual measurement and feedbak [15℄, and it is maxi-
4mally eient in the sense that only one photon per atom
is required. The quantum limits of our method are still
not lear, and further work is required, both in theory
and experiment. Cooling to quantum degeneray may
be possible with the atoms near the single-photon reoil
temperature.
It is interesting to ompare single-photon atomi ool-
ing with fored RF evaporative ooling. The latter
method trunates the veloity distribution with an RF
knife while the former trunates the veloity distribution
with the depopulation beam [6℄. However, in ontrast
to fored RF evaporative ooling the ejeted atoms are
aptured instead of lost. On the time sale of our ex-
periment, the ollision rate in the magneti trap is not
suient to thermalize the system, and the experiment
thus proeeds with the system out of thermal equilibrium
where the veloity distribution of the loud is not inde-
pendent of position. This is in ontrast to evaporative
ooling, where the system must be allowed to return to
near-thermal equilibrium via elasti interpartile satter-
ing. As a nal omparison, we note that while rethermal-
ization via many two-body elasti ollisions is a olletive
proess, single-photon atomi ooling is fundamentally a
single-partile proess.
Beyond a rst demonstration experiment, the real sig-
niane of our method is that it an be applied quite
generally to atoms and moleules whih an be magneti-
ally trapped. We will apply it to the trapping and ool-
ing of atomi hydrogen, whih has been the "Rosetta
Stone" of physis for many years and is the simplest and
most abundant atom in the universe. Preision spe-
trosopy of the hydrogen isotopes, deuterium and tri-
tium, ontinues to be of great interest to atomi and nu-
lear physis. Tritium is the simplest radioative element
and serves as an ideal system for the study of beta deay.
The latter may be the only way to determine the neutrino
rest mass, one of the most pressing questions in ontem-
porary physis. Despite these very important features,
hydrogen has remained very diult to ontrol and trap,
while deuterium and tritium have never been trapped.
This will be aomplished with an atomi oilgun where
hydrogeni atoms will be entrained in a supersoni beam
of helium [2℄.
After magneti trapping, further ooling an be aom-
plished by the implementation of a single-photon atomi
ooling sheme very similar to that reported for rubidium
in this paper. The 1S ground state of hydrogeni atoms
is split into two hyperne states, F = 0 and F = 1, sep-
arated by 1.42GHz. Atoms an be magnetially trapped
in the low-eld seeking state, F = 1, mF = 1. The
atoms an then be transferred to an optial dipole trap
with a depopulation beam tuned to the two-photon tran-
sition at 243 nm. This drives a transition to the 2S state
whih an then be quenhed with a mirowave eld, fol-
lowed by the spontaneous emission of a Lyman alpha
photon at 121 nm[16℄. Atoms that deay into the F = 0,
mF = 0 state would be trapped. The ideal onguration
would employ an optial dipole trap tuned to a magi
wavelength for the 1S to 2S transition, as that would
enable spetrosopy of unpreedented preision. In fat,
a magi wavelength for this ase has been predited near
515nm [17℄, and a resonant build-up avity ould provide
a trap that is a few hundred mirokelvin deep. The same
method ould also be used to aumulate anti-hydrogen
atoms in an optial trap, enabling preise spetrosopy
and a searh for CPT violation [18, 19℄.
Another important appliation of our method is the
ooling of moleules [9℄, whih will be disussed in more
detail in a forthoming paper.
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